Your Partner for Quality Certification!
As the saying goes, “a chain is only as strong as its weakest link” – and the same holds true for a supply chain! Are you
ensuring that your suppliers are meeting your requirements? Let PJR help with Supplier Audits!

DID YOU KNOW?
PJR OFFERS SUPPLIER AUDITS!
Global supply chains are more crucial than ever – and that high importance means they’re also at risk if
one link in the chain becomes weak. Are you ensuring your suppliers are following guidelines to provide
you with safe, quality materials for your products?
Product recalls or failures can result in not only injury or harm to your customers, but significant damage
to your company’s reputation as well. By developing an effective and comprehensive supplier auditing
program, using intelligence-based and proactive analysis, your supply chain can avoid redundancy and
increase clarity of direction for the organization as a whole.
PJR’s supplier audits can be a great option for fulfilling these needs in a competitive industry. Using tried
and true best practices and the flexibility that comes with years of experience, the PJR team can tailor
supply audits for any client – offering you a fully customizable experience to gather the most
comprehensive and accurate data possible. If you already have an established supplier audit program,
PJR is also able to work within the current scope being used to best suit your needs.
From environmental (EHS) to occupational health and safety (OH&S) and quality to anti-bribery, PJR can
audit your suppliers to a huge range of certification standards to ensure the protection of your brand’s
supply chain – and the safety of your clients and reputation!
*Please note: PJR is unable to offer supplier audits to our current certification clients!*

PJR ADVANTAGES
As a leader in the certification industry, PJR is focused on our clients’ satisfaction and success! Our experienced auditors
and dedicated schedulers give each client the individual one-on-one attention they deserve with detailed audit plans,
flexible scheduling, and value-added auditing.

Request a FREE quote today and see what a difference PJR can make!
CALL (248) 358-3388 or EMAIL PJR@PJR.com
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